Your well-being is FCA’s #1
priority. Here’s what we’re
doing to protect your
health and peace of mind so
you can focus on getting
down to business.

SAFE SPACE 2021
SAFE + CLEAN PLAN

Temperature checks will be conducted & comfort stickers
will be provided before entering the event. Anyone with an
elevated temperature of 100.4°F/38°C or higher will not be allowed
into the show. Also, each vendor and attendee will have a green/
yellow/red sticker displayed on their badge, reflecting their personal
comfort level.
Masks will be provided for attendees or vendors who want one.
Masks are kindly provided by our sponsor ScripHessco.
Registration: We highly encourage you to register in advance so
we can reduce the wait time in line! When you do arrive, we will
have ample ability for you to socially distance while waiting in line.
Plexiglas shields will be placed on registration counters.
Hand sanitizer stations will be available throughout the event.
Touchless hand sanitizer stations will be plentiful throughout the
venue and in trade show floor.
Exhibit Hall: We are expanding the aisle ways and increasing the size
of each both to easily allow for social distancing. Highly accessed
areas will be widened, eliminating close contact as much as possible.
Nightly cleaning of all touchable surfaces, hand sanitizer stations
throughout the show-floor and exhibitor education of best practices
are just a few ways we are ensuring everyone’s safety throughout
this event.
Each classroom will have seating which accommodates 6’ social
distancing, filling each room with less than 40% normal capacity.
Additional cleaning measures will take place between every
class sessions.
F&B will be provided in a no-contact way
Outdoor spaces will be used during break times. If you are looking
for outdoor options during breaks and meals, adequate outdoor
seating will be available.
• Please note that these safety measures will be updated based on
current CDC recommendations. Click here and “Search by Origin/
Destination” in order to view which states currently have flight
restrictions.

FCA ﬁrmly believes that
we have to be the leaders
in showcasing safe
conferences while still
allowing the chiropractic
family to have fun and learn.

Are you concerned about ﬂying?
Research has shown that there is
very little risk of any
communicable disease being
transmitted on an aircraft.
Find more info here:
bit.ly/ﬂyinghealth
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THANK YOU FOR
RESPONDING!

70% of responders to recent
surveys tell us that they want
to get back to events with
appropriate safety procedures
in place. We look forward to
welcoming you! Attendance is
very much a personal, individual
decision and is not a mandate.
If you don't want to return to
live events just yet, please know
that online alternatives are
available for you now on
ChiroLearn.org and many live
options are being planned in
2021. Your feedback is always
important, as it guides our
decisions in providing services
to you.

